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Bestselling author Jim George adapts his popular The Bare-Bones Bible Handbook (over 100,000

copies sold) for teens. This fast and friendly overview of every book of the Bible will inspire teens to

explore the wisdom and truth of scripture as they discover:What is the major theme of each book of

the Bible?What are the most important lessons for everyday life in each book?Who are the key

characters, and what do they teach us?What are the key events in each book?This fascinating

survey also includes sidebars geared to a teen's interests and life, giving them a solid foundation of

knowledge about the most important book ever written. And Jim George's ability to make complex

topics understandable will have readers referring to this resource again and again as their faith and

wisdom grow throughout the years. A must for every youth group and leader.
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This book is an excellent source for overview information about each book of the bible. I am a 7th

grade Bible teacher and I am using this to introduce the students to each book of the Old Testament

before we have our lesson on the book.It gives not only a great overview, but there is also a quick

reference to 'big' events that took place in the book as well as thought provoking questions for life

application.An excellent resource.There is also a book for adults. I have both of them and there is

very little difference between the two. If you have one, there is no real need to get the other one.



I am a 13 year old girl.My mom encouraged me to read this on my kindle to help me understand the

Bible better. I admit I wasn't that thrilled at the idea.But it really helped me.And I would recommend

it to other teenagers.

This is an excellent adaptation of Jim George's earlier work for adults.Here the concepts and key

events of the Bible are pared to their "bare bones" ---so helpful in avoiding distraction and getting to

the heart of the message.This young adult version reflects simpler language and a refinement of

analready excellent approach in the previous work. Buy either one; buy both.Clear, direct and

simple without being simplistic. Jim George is a gifted writerwith an essence for straight talk and

honest answers.Dr. David FrisbieThe Center for Marriage & Family StudiesAuthor of "The

Soul-Mate Marriage" and 10 other books

This is a great resource book for teaching Sunday School classes of all ages; I use it for middle

school age children

This Bible is perfect for teens and adults alike. It explains each book of the Bible in a very simple

and easy to understand way. It has questions to reflect on, and life situations at the end of each

book. This Bible not only helps you to have a good understanding in your mind, but also help the

words to seep into your heart.

Excellent introduction and overview to the bible for teens. I used this book with my mentee and he

was so grateful for the way the book gives an overview of the structure of each book and plenty of

context. My teen was so relieved to finally find a book that did such an excellent job with the

structure of the Bible.

I bought this book for my 13 year old son. I've loved everything I've ever read that was written by

Jim and Elizabeth George and this is no exception. I think it will help my son get more from his

devotions and Bible study time.

This is very simplified and easy for my kids to understand and follow along.
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